Engineered to meet the demands of Police, Military, and Security Professionals worldwide but also available to civilians.

**Flashlights**

- Mini Tactical Q5 LED Flashlight
  - PFMTF50

- Tactical T6 LED Flashlight
  - PFT6F52

- Ultra-Lite Tactical L2 LED Flashlight
  - PFCL2F54

- Tactical L2 LED Flashlight
  - PFL2F53

- Mini Tactical L2 LED Flashlight w/Smart Tail Switch
  - PFCL2F55

**Stun Guns**

- 9,100,000 Blue Line Stun Gun w/Paracord Bracelet
  - PFBL91

- 12,000,000 Metal Tactical Stun Baton Flashlight
  - PFTB12R

- 15,000,000 Tactical Stun Flashlight
  - PF1500B

- 9,000,000 Metal Tactical Stun Baton Flashlight
  - PFTB9R

- 9,200,000 Tactical Stun Gun Flashlight
  - PF9200BK (black)
  - PF9200GM (gun metal)

A portion of the proceeds supports police organizations.

Police-Strength Protection
POWER BANK & STING RING STUN GUNS

Sting Ring 18,000,000 Stun Guns

Triple Sting Ring 28,000,000 Stun Guns

JUSTinCASE 17,000,000 Stun Gun Power Bank SWJC17

3N1 Charger 28,000,000 Stun Gun Power Bank Flashlight SW3N1C28

...Protecting What Matters Most.
FRiPHONE 14,000,000 Stun Gun
SWFP14B

Touchdown 7,500,000 Stun Gun
SWT7500R

Sting Blade 22,000,000
Knife Stun Gun
SWSB22

Stunbrella 32,000,000 Stun Flashlight
SWSB32B/BN

Me2 23,000,000
Stun Flashlight
SWM2PK/BK

Security Guard 24/7
Stun Gun Flashlight
SWSG247B

Knight Light 25,000,000
Stun Flashlight
SWKL25SB

FRiPHONE 14,000,000 Stun Gun
SWFP14B

Touchdown 7,500,000 Stun Gun
SWT7500R

...Protecting What Matters Most.
Attitude Adjuster 30,000,000 Stun Baton Flashlight
SWAABB30

Lightning Rod 7,000,000 Stun Baton Flashlight
SWB7000R

Barbarian 9,000,000 Stun Baton
SWBAR9R

Triple Defender 27,000,000 Stun Baton Flashlight
SWTD27

Mini Barbarian 9,000,000 Stun Baton
SWBAR9MINI

Venture Bulletproof Sling Pack
SWVBSP

Protech Bulletproof Tote Bag
SWPTT

Rear Guard Ballistic Insert
SWRG01 8” x 10”
SWRG02 10” x 13”
SWRG03 11” x 14”
SWRG04 11” x 17”

Peacekeeper Bulletproof Backpack
SWPBPPB

Safe-T-Shirt Ballistic Plate Carrier w/Holsters
SWBPCHL/XL/XXL

Emoji Bulletproof Backpack
EBBO/Y

iSafe Bulletproof Laptop Bag w/Alarm
SWISBPL

Pro-Tec Backpack/Bulletproof Backpack
SWPTBP (non bulletproof)
SWPTBPBP

Be sure to check out the video of us shooting a .44 magnum at one of our Ballistic Inserts!

...Protecting What Matters Most.
5” Outdoor Dummy Camera w/Flashing Light
SWDC1100S

7” IR Dummy Camera w/Solar-Powered Motion Strobe Light
SWDC7MSSP

Dummy Camera in Outdoor Housing w/Solar-Powered Light
SWDC7SP

5” Outdoor Dummy Camera w/Flashing Light
SWDC1100S

7” IR Dummy Camera w/Solar-Powered Motion Strobe Light
SWDC7MSSP

Dummy Camera in Outdoor Housing w/Solar-Powered Light
SWDC7SP

Heavy Hitter Aluminum Bat Flashlight w/Adjustable Zoom
SWHHBLAZ

Handheld Metal Detector
SWMD

Smart Light LED Headlamp
SWSLHL

Extreme T6 LED Headlight
SWET6HL

Nap Zapper
SWNAPZ

SafeZone Solar Motion LED Light
SWSZSL20

Nickel-Plated Stainless Steel Handcuffs
SWNPSSH

...Protecting What Matters Most.
Streetwise 18 & 23
Independent Laboratory
Heat-Certified Pepper Spray

* Black Pink Red Blue Purple Yellow

...Protecting What Matters Most.
TACTICAL GEAR

Protector Tactical Pen
SWPTPEN

Alpha Tac Knife
SWATK

Tac Pac Tactical Trio:
Knife, Pen, and Flashlight
SWT3

Survival Kit 925:
Nine Items w/ 25 Functions
SWSK925

...Protecting What Matters Most.

SELF DEFENSE KEYCHAINS

BRUTUS
DGBK
DGPK

MY KITTY
SWMKKCBK
SWMKKCHP
SWMKKCG
SWMKKCP
SWMKKCPR
SWMKKCLB

SHAR-KEY
SKKCBU
SKKCBK
SKKCW
SKKCPK

ZERO CARRY

Zero Carry IWB Holster
ZCIW8BH

Zero Carry Knife
ZCK

Zero Carry V2.0
with Trigger Guard
ZCIW8BH20
QuickSafes

Quick Shelf Safes w/RFID
- QS24B (black)
- QS24N (natural)
- QS24WN (walnut)
- QS24W (white)
- QS24BM (Belmont)

Quick Vent Safe w/RFID
- QVSRFID

iKeyp

iKeyp Pro Smart Storage Safe w/ Expandable Wing Installation
IKPRO

iKeyp Bolt Smart Storage Safe w/Bolt Installation
IKBOLT

Wuben

3500 Lumen Flashlight w/Survival Bracelet
T102PRO2

1200 Lumen LED Flashlight w/Survival Bracelet
TO40R